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PREHEQl ISITES TO S'1ALL BUSINE
lJSE OF MS/OH TECHNIQ UES:
P \Bl LL\IIZE A:-..U P ROPAGANDIZE
Thad B. Green

Among management scientists/operations researche rs today
there is more than a casual concern for both t he inability of some
organizations to successfully utilize MS/OR techniques and the reluctance of others to employ them. This apprehe nsion is legitimate,
particularly in small businesses, because although some organizations do effectively employ these methods, many have a poor t r ack
record while others have no record at all. Why is it t hat some
organizations ineptly stumble from the starting gates and or
beyond, while others hesitate to even run at all? More importantly,
what can be done to prevent the stumbling from falling a nd to
encourage the hesitant to run?
\ logical way to approach this problem is to first analyze the rea
sons why organizations are reluctant to employ the techniques. One
principal sourct' of reluctan<'e is that the techniques are not
pabulumized so the typical manager can use them. The sophisticated
techniques often do not exist in a form palatable to hi capabilities.
An obvious solution, therefore, would be to eliminate the com
plex chara<'tf'r of using the techniques But can this actually be accomplished'! Specifically, <'an 1t be achie,ed without the by product
disadvantages that often accompany simplification? Fortunately
the answer may well be yes, and here is one example of a successful
attl•rPpt to do so.
Th<· sophistication was removed in this instance by an
entrl'prencur who designed a unique input / output on-line console
to t•nablt• small businl'sses to effectively and economically use a
largt> time sharing t'Omputer in a service bureau for aiding in
making a programmed repetitive derision. Linear programming
wast h<• technique - f<><>d blending the application. The objective in
this lim•ar prog-ramming applil·at1on \\as to produce a specified
quantity ot ft•ed at minimum <·ost, subject to constraints such as
minimum nutrition requirements and available quantities of ingre
diPnts. \\'ith the problem strm·tured in the linear programming
format and the easy to use input output console accessible to a
designated worker in the feed mill, the role of the worker is to input
data by rotating pin wheels to the appropriate setting on the con
-,olt• and depressing a transmission button. The console ha a
st•parate lo<'ation for the different types of inputs, each readily
1dPntified by name plates. For example, there are individually

named locations to indicate the cost of each ingredient. In addition,
all constraints are identified by name on the console, with a corresponding location to indicate that the amount of ingredient X to use
must be "less than or equal to" 100 pounds, for example. In utilizing
this pabulumized approach to linear programming, the worker
simply transmits the appropriate inputs for the particular kinds of
feed to be blended each day. He rapidly receives output specifying
the quantities of the ingredients to be mixed in order to minimize
cost.
This service has been available for several years to feed mills
throughout the U. S., Canada and Mexico. The widespread acceptance of it has been attributed to utilization simplification rather
than simplification of the technique per se. As this simplification
occurs with other techniques we can fully expect a more pervasive
utilization of MS/ OR methods.
But successful pabulumization alone is far from adequate. Although lack of education is not the root to all evil, it appears to be a
predominant barrier to a more pervasive and successful utilization
of MS/ OR techniques. It has long been recognized that educating
managers more fully may contribute considerably. The importance
of having a greater knowledge of MS/ OR techniques is magnified in
smaller organizations. In particular, the manager in a small business must be able to envision when a specific technique has applicability. But more importantly, it is necessary that he be convinced
that the techniques are valuable. This is the prime prerequisite to
progress. Without it, reluctance persists.
This means that managers should be propagandized as well as
informed. In some instances, informing has the by-product advantage of convincing the manager of the benefits of the techniques. But regardless of the vehicle, confidence must be instilled
in the manager to the extent that he actively believes in the ben~fits of MS/ OR technique utilization. Propagandizing the small bust·
ness manager actually is more important than teaching him the
techniques per se . If he doesn't recognize the value of the techniques, he will not use them - even if he knows how. If he doesn't
know how, but believes in them - he may well become a user.
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